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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the relative effectiveness
of (1) modeling, (2) modeling plus behavior rehearsal, and
(3) modeling, behavior rehearsal,_ and videotaped feedback

in assertive training..

Twelve psychiatric outpatients v1ere

1--~~-'~"~endoml;v___aBsigned_t,__o___±;b_r_aa_j;_'l"e.a.tment__g:c_o_ups~.--each_o_f_which~~~~

received 5 hours of training.

Four additional subjects

served as a 'l'raiting .list control group.
The dependent meaE;ures used \•rere the Assertive
Behavior Situation Test (ABST), a behavioral role-play test,
and t\'lO additional paper and pencil measures (Constriction
Scale and Fear of Negative Evaluat-ion).

Each of these

measures \'las acliPiriistered at pre- and posttest sessions.
Split-plot 4.2 analyses of vari~ce (Kirk, 1968)
yielded a significant trial effect on both of the pencil
and paper measures but not on the ABST.

There were no sig-

nificant group effects on any of the measures, nor were there
any group X trial interactions.
The implications of these results on previously
reported assertive training research '\'/ere briefly discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
The replacement of self-defeating emotional and
. behavioral inhibitions by appropriate assertive skills is
a common clinical concern.

Until recently, persons deficient

in assertiveness have been treated by means of traditional
1-----~=s.ychotheraPJT_,

eithEU'__j_ndbliduall;y_o'~" ; n

g:t"oups~Unt"or

·------

tunately, little is known of the success of these treatments
among unassertive clients, (l'Iaslmt, 1954; Perls, 1969; Yalom,
1970).

According to Alberti and Emmons (1973) the term
"assertiveness" refers to various behaviors that "enable a
person to act in his own best interests, to stand·up for himself without undue anxiety, or to exercise his ovm rights
without denying the rights of others.n

For other investi-

gators, assertive behavior has been defined as, "a socially
acceptable. method of expressing personal rights" (Wolpe and
Lazarus, 1966); "a behavioral response 1vhich inhibits anxiety"
(Wolpe, 1969); "an ability and 1'iillingness to say

1

no 1 to

unreasonable demands" (f'lcFall and Lillesand, 1971); "an
effective and appropriate response to an interpersonally
distressing situation" (Hedquist and \·leinhold, 1970).
Unassertive behavior, on the other hand, is usually
seen as self-denying and self-inhibiting.

The unassertive

person is thought to feel hurt. and anxiety ridden.

He

--------------------
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seldom achieves his goals because he allmrs others to choose
:tor him (Alberti and Emmons, 1973).
is described as lacking in

The unassertive individual

sel:!-confide~ce

and inept in interpersonal relationships.

and being anxious
The general con-

sensus of many vrriters (\>lolpe and Lazarus, 1966) is that
unassertive people are afraid to speak or act appropriately,
either because they lack the skills to do so or because they
'-

:rear some reprisal that would ieave them. in psychological
shambles.

Their behavior is often constrictive.

That is,

· they freeze up, resorting to passive withdra\'lal and/or silence.
Alberti arid Emmons (1973) distinguish the situationally unassertive person :from the generally unassertive person •. The former
becomes anxious
and displays ineffective behavior
only in
.
.
specific situations. The latter is shy and timid in almost
all situations.

Typically, he has lovl self-esteem and is very

anxious.
The therapeutic techniques of assertive training has
been developed to help people learn to behave more assertively.
Salter (1949) was the first investigator to develop .a specific
learning theory of assertive arid unassertive behavior.

Accord-

ing to his model, people are either excitatory or inhibitory
types.

He claims that an excitatory person is direct and acts

\~ithout

restraint,

•~bile

the inhibitory person continually

acts under restraint.
\volpe (1969), follov1ing Salter's lead, \1as the first
to actually use the phrase "assertive training".

i1olpe

vie\~S

the assertive response as a means of reciprocally inhibiting
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anxiety.

He suggests that among assertive individuals, the

anxiety which normally accompanies emotional arousal is
inhibited.

.

According to Wolpe, the consequences of assertive

responses---e.g., a reduction of anxiety, the expression of
legitimate demands, and control in social
positively reinforcing.
behaving assertively.

situations-~-are

Thus, they reinforce the act of
\volpe 1 s assertive training program

involves an attempt to teach individuals to produce assertive responses through the use of cognitive restructuring and
instructions.

In so doing, he encourages direct·expression

of feelings and makes frequent use of behavioral rehearsal.
Cognitive restructuring and behavioral rehearsal are
also the main components of Lazarus' (1971) assertive training program.

Lazarus defines assertiveness as standing up

for one's rights.

Although he states that "training in .emo-

tional freedom implies the recognition and appropriate expression of each and every affective state. • • 11 , he adds that

"•

• • assertive behavior 1vill denote only that aspect of

emotional freedom that concerns standing up
(Lazarus, 1971, p. 116)."

fo~'

one's rights

For Lazarus, emotional freedom

results .in increased self-respect, social adaptability, closer
and more meaningful relationships, and reduced anxiety.

In

Lazarus' vie1v, cognitive restructuring is important because
unassertive people contribute to their own subjective distress
by subvocally telling themselves that they cannot handle social
situations or that they are inherently inferior.
According to Lazarus, the unassertive person lives

---

in a

~;wrld

-~-----

of misconceptions.

----

----

His unexpressed feelings and

irrational thoughts continually tell him that he is inferior
and worthless; that he cannot handle a situation effectively.
As Lazarus

(1971) states:
The bulk of therapeutic endeavors may
be said ·!;o center around the correction
of misconceptions. The people \'rho consult us tend to vi_e\-T innocuous events
as strongly noxious situations. Therapy
often strives to show people how to
separate subjective from objective
dangers. Thereafter, the emphasis is
on avoJ. J.ng or .copJ.ng WJ. th obJectJ. vely
hazardous events while ignoring the
innocuous situations (p. 165).

Assertive training has been shmm to be an effective
behavioral method of dispelling these misconceptions.

Alberti

and Emmons (1973) have prepared a manual on assertive training that is appropriate for both laymru1 and the professional
therapist alike.

This self-pac.ed book helps the reader to

develop a repertoire . of effective assertive behaviors, through
\'lhich he may become more spontaneous and fully functioning.
Several techniques, including modeling, behavior
rehearsal, and videotape feedback, have been utilized to teach
assertive behavior.

Nodeling involves participation by the

therapist in role-playing relevant situations.

The therapist

demonstrates appropriate assertive behaviors which the client
cru1 then imitate.

Behavior rehearsal requires that the client

and the therapist act out relevant interpersonal interactions
together.

The client plays himself, with the therapist assum-

ing the role of

a

significant person in the client's life.

This procedure can be an effective \'lay to pinpoint the exact
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behaviors the client is in need of changing.

The use of

videotape feedback is believed to facilitate more precise
descriptions of the verbal and non-verbal components of
assertive behavior, \·rhich in turn can serve as an aid to
learning.

The primary goal of all of these teclmiques is

to help the unassertive individual develop more effective
interpersonal skills.

1'1cFall (1971) states that the thera-

peutic objective of assertive training is:
to provide patients with direct training
in precisely those skills w·hich they
lacked. It has been assumed that as
skillful, adaptive responses are acquired,
rehearsed and reinforced, the old maladaptive responses will simply be displaced
and disappear (p. I).
To date, only a modest amount of experimental
research has been undertaken to assess the effectiveness
of assertive training.

~Ihile

there is considerable evidence

that assertive training can produce beneficial behavior
change (Friedman, 1968, 1971; Hedquist and 1\feinhold, 1970;
l1cFall, 1971; Rathus, 1972), most of these studies have been
laboratory analogues, consisting of limited types of treatment administered for a short period of time to non-clinical
populations such as college students.

Relatively few con-

trolled studies have examined the effectiveness of assertive
training with bona fide psychiatric patients.
Furthermore, in the controlled studies that have
been reported (Friedman, 1968; Hedquist and Weinhold, 1970;
NcFall, 1971; Rehm and Harston, 1968), assertive training
has typically involved the combined use of several techniques

6

simultaneously (e.g., covert modeling with coaching, modeling
plus role-playing, or reflection-interpretation and behavioral
rehearsal).

Consequently, little is known of the relative

contribution of each technique as a separate component.
One exception to the paucity of data on the compo. nent analysis of assertive training stems from the

\~ork

of.

McFall and his associates, (McFall and Lillesand, 1971;
McFall and Harston, 1970; r,lcFall and Twentyman, 1973).

Their

experiments, using college students as subjects, suggest that
behavior rehears.al is the most po\'lerful contributor to change
in unassertive persons.

JvlcFall and Marston (1970) compared

the effects of behavior rehearsal (performance and no performance feedback) with placebo therapy and a no treatment
control.

The results revealed that the two behavioral tech-

niques were significantly better than the

t\~O

control pro-

cedures on behavioral, self-report and in vivq measures of
assertion.

BeFall and Lillesand (1971) examined the short

term effects of overt rehearsal 111ith modeling and coaching,
covert rehearsal \·lith modeling and coaching, and an assessment placebo condition.

As in the HcFall and Harston (1970)

study, both experimental groups evidenced greater pre-post
changes on self-report and behavioral measures than the control group.

In addition, subjects in the covert rehearsal

group generally

sho\~ed

the most pronounced change in both

self-report and behavioral laboratory measures.

Presumably

the covert procedure protected subjects f'rom any external
evaluation, thereby minimizing avoidance behavior, and

?
.facilitating learning.
McFall, et. al. also suggest that modeling can be
a valuable procedure to modify unassertive behavior.

The

results of Eisler et. al., (Eisler, Hersen, r1iller, 19?3c;
Eisler, Niller, and Hersen, 1973b; Eisler, r1iller, and Alford,
19?4), and others (see Bandura, 1969) have shoim modeling to ·
be a valuable behavior modification technique, as

'I-T eli.

This

second group of researchers (Eisler et. al.) conducted a series
of analogue studies using clinical populations in vrhich modeling \vas found to be an effective procedure for increasing
assertive. responding.
The use of videotape facilitates precision in defining and measuring behaviors for subsequent replays (Eisler,
Hersen, and Agras, 1973}.

Huzekari and Kamus (1973) suggest

that the utilization of videotape feedback can facilitate
interaction and teach patients functional. behavior.

Helnick

(1973) attempted to explore the efficacy of videotape feedback and participant modeling to increase the minimal dating
behavior of college students.

His results indicate this

technique to be useful in inducing behavior change.

In a

recent study (Arnlwff and Ste1vart, 1975) videotaped feedback
\vas found to be the most effective method for helping subjects
make important discriminations in solving personal problems.
\fuile many of the studies cited above provide suggestive evidence for the importance of modeling, behavior
rehearsal, and videotape feedback in assertion training, the
relative contribution of these teclmiques needs further study.
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Assertive training has failed to become a well defined set
of empirically grounded procedures.
The present study. was designed to experimentally
assess the additive effects of modeling; behavior rehearsal,
and· videotape feedback in teaching assertive skills.
Psychiatric outpatients served as subjects.

In many cases·

the problems of these individuals can probably be attributed
to deficiencies in their ability to behave assertively with
·others.
A major purpose of this study was to compare the
relative efficacy of three methods of increasing assertiveness

'~ith

clinical populations.

The first involved the use

of therapeutic instructions and modeling.

The second con-

sisted of instructions and modeling, but in addition behavior.
rehearsal was used.

The inclusion O·f this component enabled

subjects to practice what they had previously observed.

The

third method \·ms identical to the second except that rehearsal
procedures were supplemented by videotaped feedback of the
subject's performance.
\'las

A fourth group (\;aiting list control)

also included to control for extraneous treatment effects,

including those resulting from. the passage of time, therapist
contact, and assessment.

This group did not receive conven-

tional assertive training, however.
Based on the results of past studies (Friedman, 1968;
Hedquist and Vleinhold, 1970; i'lcFall, 1971; Rathus, 1972; Eisler,

1973, 1974), it was expected that subjects receiving assertive
training would show an increase in assertiveness, \vhen compared

9
to the nontreated
ho~1ever,

c~ntrol

subjects.

Of greater importance,

\V'as the relative effectiveness of the three treat-

ment groups.

In this resp.ect, it

Ttl as

predicted that the

most effective treatment would be the one incorporating
modeling, behavior rehearsal, and videotaped feedback.

Simi-

larly, the group receiving modeling and rehearsal, but without
videotaped feedback, should perform better than the one receiving instructions and modeling alone.
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METHOD
Sub,jects •. The subjects were sixteen hospital outpatients
(10 l'TOmen, 6 men) made available through an agenc;y of the
San Joaquin County l"'ental Health Services.

They

the ages of 27 and 44 with an average age of 32.

independently in the community.

on a voluntary basis.

Two of the

Some had been previously

hospitalized for psychiatric problems.
randomly assigned to . groups.

~rere bet~1een

All subjects \·/ere

·Participation in the study i-ias

The subjects ivere recruited

a visit by the author to the treatment facility.

follm~ing

Subjects

were given a brief description of assertiveness and its
intended benefits.

Following this, those

in the program were asked to participate.
ducted at the San Joaquin

CoUL~ty

\~ho

were interested

The study '"as con-

Day Treatment Center, a

facility in \vh;i.ch all the clients l'Jere receiving treatment.
Therauists.

The therapists were tl'ro graduate students in

psychology, one male and one female, "'ho served as trainers
for each of the treatment groups.

Both therapists had con-

ducted assertive training groups previously.
Resuonse Definition.

For purposes of this study, assertive

behavior \•ras defined as verbal behavior in interpersonal
situations in \'lhich a subject either (a) initiated a social
interaction, (b) stood up for his rights when challenged,
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(c) expressed appropriate anger when he was provoked, or
(d) expressed currently experienced thoughts and emotions
(including positive affect).

Ef'f'orts to promote and refine

these behaviors by instructions and therapist social reinforcement were undertaken in each of' the assertive training
groups.
Instruments.
1-----~~~~;aas-erti--v-e-ness.

Three assessment devices were used to measure
T'tle:first measure was the Assertive Behavior

Situation Test (ABST), which assesses actual performance of'
assertive behavior in role-played situations.

The remaining

t'I'IO measures· were standardized paper and pencil devices consisting of' the Constriction Scale 2 (CS2) and the Social
Avoidance and Distress and Fear of' Negative Evaluation (SAD
and FNE).

Each of' these measures are described
Assertive

~vior

Situation

~·

belo\~.

Nodif'ied f'rom

similar devices used by HcFall and his colleagues (1970) v1ith
college students, as well as by Friedman (1968), the ABST
(Appendix I) is a direct behavioral measure designed to assess
the subject's reaction to role-played social situations involving combinations of' (a) standing up for one's rights, (b) initiating social interactions, (c) expressing one's feelings
honestly and directly, a.1d (d)

shm~ing

anger in a provoking

situation.
The ABST •ras administered to each subject as

f'ollo~rs:

the experimenter brought the subject into a private room and
gave him instructions about the procedure.

The instructions
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consisted of asking each· subject to listen to audio taped.
social situations and then respond to the situations as best
he could.

Two cassette tape recorders were put before the

seated subject; one to record the subject's responses to the
stimuli of the ABST that would be presented on the other.
After the experimenter turned on both machines and left the
room, the subject listened to a narrator describe the task.
After listening to the recorded models role-play
interactions (between a· father and son ·in

\~hich

t1~o

sample

the presence

or absence of assertiveness in the son is the issue), the
subject heard a scene calling for assertiveness described
.for him by the narrator, follo11ed by instructions.
ject

\~as

The sub-

given approximately ten seconds in which to initiate

a conversation 111ith the pre-recorded actor in the scene.
described.

The actor then gave pre-recorded responses at ten-

second intervals, followed by an opportunity for the subject
to respond.
the scene.

There were a total of five subject responses to
The narrator then presented another assertive

situation and the procedure 111as repeated.

At the conclusion

of this second series of responses, the subject called the
experimenter to turn off the equipment and the testing procedure rms terminated.

This procedure \vas carried out at

pretesting and posttesting in the same manner.
The ten responses made at each testing were scored
by tv;o independent raters \'l'ho \1ere experimentally naive as
to the conditions of the experiment.

A six point Likert

type scale 1t1as used to rate each response, with a higher score
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signifying greater assertiveness.

A mean score was calculated

for each subject at pretesting and posttesting by totaling
the scores from the
by

t~1o.

t\~o

taped situations and dividing this

The highest possible score of either pretesting or

posttesting

30.

~1as

Constriction Scale 2.

Bates and Zimmerman (1971)

have developed a self-report scale for·:the expressed purpose

of selecting unassertive people for assertive training,
(Appendix 2).

Subjects are asked hovl they

\~ould

respond

(either assertively-or unassertively) to a variety of common
social situations.

The instrument consists of 29 hypothetical

situations (including 6 filler items).

The authors employ the

term "constr_iction" rather than unassertiveness because they
believe unassertiveness can be adaptive under some conditions.
Constriction, as measured by the CS2, is related to measures
of dominance, deference, autonomy, fear and affiliation,
(Bates and Zimmerman, 1971).

The constricted person appears

to be submissive and fearful; he withdraws from other people
and tends to derive less pleasw.•e from environmental stimuli
than the aveage person.

A total score is obtained by summa-

tion of keyed responses.
tion, or unassertiveness.

JJO\~

scores represent high constric-

This instrument was administered

at both pre- and posttesting sessions.
Social

Avoidanc~

Evaluation (SAD and FNE).

§!ld Distres£_

~ ~

of Negative

\'Iatson and Friend (1969) have

developed these scales (Appendix 3) for use as measures of
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social evaluative anxiety.
measuring tvro constructs:
as "avoidance of being

The SAD consists of items
(1) social avoidance, defined

\~ith,

talking to, or escaping from

others for any reason (p. 449)"; and (2) social distress,
defined as the "reported experience of negative emotion,
such as being upset, distressed, tense, or anxious in social
situations, or the reported lack of positive emotion such as

FNE is a 30-item scale which assesses apprehension about
others' evaluations, distress over negative evaluations,
avoidance of evaluative situations, and the expecta.tion that
others will evaluate oneself negatively.

Subjects respond

"true" or ".false" to items describing the presence or absence
of social evaluative anxiety.
The use of these scales is indicated in this study
because w1assertive individuals commonly complain of social
discomfort, anxiety over the evaluations others make or might
make of them, and the urge to withdravr from social contact
(\'lolpe, 1969).

Consequently, it was expected that an increase·

in assertive behavior \'lould be follovred by a decrease in social
evaluative anxiety.
Treatments
For all subjects, the treatment period lasted two
and one-half ,,reeks.

Clients in each of the three treatment

conditions met twice a week, for a total of five sessions.
Pretesting took place one week before the start of the training
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program, 'I'Thile posttesting took place one week after treatment·
had ended.
hour.

All training sessions lasted approximately one

Clients in the waiting· list control group ·"''ere pre-

.

tested and posttested along with each of the subjects in the
treatment groups.
Grou12 Assertive Training with Modeling and Instructions.
Each of the three assertive training groups were conducted
'ing to irne following format:

I.

II.

Session 1
A. · Hembers of the group \vere introduced to
each other and given a chance to become
acquainted with one another and \dth the
group leaders.
B. A conceptual foundation of group assertive training \·las explained to the group:
(1) the therapists presented the
rationale for assertive training,
techniques to be used, and the meaning of "being assertive." For
example, clients were asked for
situations from their personal lives
in 'l'lhich they could take more assertive action.
(2) the rationale for assertive training
was that all people have a right to
personal dignity without unto\1ard
fear of social criticism (cognitive
restructuring). The therapists proposed to help clients develop a more
adequate repertoire of assertive
behaviors so that the range of
socially effective behaviors available to them would be increased.
Sessions 2, 3, and l~
A. The therapists modeled appropriate assertive behaviors based on subjects' suggestions to help subjects discriminate bet\veen
assertive, unassertive, and aggressive
behaviors.
B. Homework assignments \•rere given in \'i'h:i.ch
subjects were asked to report each session
about some situation that arose outside of
treatment in which they acted either assertively or unassertively.
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III.

Session 2
A. · The therapists continued training
during this session and then conducted a brief wrap-up at the end
of the meeting. The v1rap-up given
by the therapists consisted of
individual.feedback of assertive
performance given to each subject
in the group as to his/her assertiveness.
B. Time for posttesting was assigned.

Group Assertive Training plus Behavior Rehearsal.

as that of the previous group

'~ith

the following additions.

Sessions 2, 2, 4, and 2
.
The group members modeled for each other, roleplayed and rehearsed behaviors to be learned.
Interaction between group members on here ~~d
no\1 behaviors vras encouraged to provide opportunities for practicing assertive behavior "in
vivo."
liroup Assertive Training plus Behavior
and Videotaped Feedback.

R~~~

This treatment group followed

essentially the same outline as that of the previous groups
\1ith the following additions:
Sessions 2, 2, 4, ~~d 2
The subjects received individual feedback identifying specific components of appropriate and
inappropriate behaviors from the videotape v1hich
\·las expected to provide more opportunities for
interactions betvreen members of the group and
the therapists during the training sessions.
The videotaped feedback was used to pinpoint
responses that were and vrere not appropriate
in role-played situations. Each subject \vas
assigned specific situations calling for assertive action. The vignette vras immediately
played back for the group and the subject was
asked to identify his own appropriate and
inappropriate behaviors. The group then gave
additional feedback on the subject'svideotaped

17
.performance. This procedUre was carried out
for all video treatment subjects in sessions
~' 4, and 5.
Waiting List Control Group.

Clients in this group

received pretesting and posttesting only.

They

\~ere

told ·

that an opportunity for treatment would be available at some
later time.
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RESULTS
Separate split-plot 4.2 analysis of variance
(Kirk, 1968) were carried out on each of the dependent
measures.

The bet't'leen group variables were modeling,

behavior rehearsal and videotaped feedback.

The within

group variables were pretesting and posttesting sessions.
Individual subject data on all response measures are shown
in Table 4.

Insert Table 4 about here

ABST.

The analysis of scores from the behavioral role-

playing test failed to yield any significant effects
(Table 1).

Individual t test comparisons between the post-

test means (Figure 1) at 20 failed to yield any significant
results.

The t value between the Videotape and Modeling

groups was 1.07; between the Videotape and Behavior Rehearsal
groups it was 0.15, betltJeen the Behavior Rehearsal and
groups it was 1.22.

f·~odeling

Dunnits t test (Kirk, 1968) was used to

compare each of the treatment groups with the waiting list
control group.

It also failed to shO\'J any significant dif-

ferences at or below the .05 level.

Insert Table 1 and li'igure 1 about here
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Inter-rater reliability for the ABST scores
89% at pretest and 87% at posttest.

~1as

These percentages were

calculated by dividing the higher total score rating between
the two judges into the lower rating.

2£·

The ANOVA of CS scores (see Table 2) yielded a signifi-

cant trial effect (F

(1,12)~9.65,~

.01), with subjects

describing themselves as less constricted at posttesting
than at pretesting (Figure 2).

l
I

!I
't

I
,j

,I

However, no

sigrii~i~ant_g~oup,______

effect was found, nor was there a significant interaction
effect.
ever (F

The interaction effect approached significance, how(3,12)~3.49,~

.10).

Individual t test comparisons

on the posttest means failed to yield any significant results.
Interestingly, subjects in the videotape group
no improvement on this measure.

sho~1ed

virtually

The greatest gains were made

by subjects in the i'lodeling and Behavior Rehearsal groups
(Figure 2).

--------------------------------------.-----Insert Table 2 and Figure 2 about here ·

--------------------------------------------FNE.

As with the CS measure, the analysis of FNE scores

(Table 3) yielded a significant trial effect (F
~

(1,12)~8.22,

.05). Subjects reported less social-evaluative anxiety

from pretesting to posttesting, with overall mean scores of
30.7 and 39.0 respectively (see Figure 3).

HO\vever, there

were no significant differences between the groups nor was
the interaction effect significant, individual! test

20
comparisons on the posttest means failed to yield any
significant results.
----~------- .....

----------------------------------

Insert Table 3 and Figure 3 about here

--------------------------------------------Intercorrelations Between the Dependent Heasures.
Pearson

product~moment

correlations were calculated on the

~-----'l~:rt:it_es_t_sc~asJnrJJle_tb.J:'ee_I!_epev.il....ent-measPJ.:JZas-to---dete-r~---

mine the degree of the relationship betvreen "them.

The

correlation for the CS and ABST scores \vas .024, for the
ABST and FNE it 1vas -.26, and ·for the CS and J!'NE it was .776.
A test for significance \vas carried out on all correlations
and yielded a

t

value of 4.67 (J2.• 01) betlveen the CS and FNE.

The correlation betv1een the FNE and ABST scores 1·ras not
significant.
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DISCUSSION
An examination of previous literature suggests

that standard assertive training techniques, such as video-'taped feedback, behavior rehearsal, role-playing, and modeling, can bring about beneficial behavior change when college

The present study was conducted to determine the relative
effectiveness of these techniques when they were used to
treat psychiatric outpatients.
While the results showed that·some of the subjects
became more assertive after treatment, especially

\~hen

measured by their own self-assessment, they did not support
earlier predictions regarding the superiority of behavioral
rehearsal .and videotape feedback as therapeutic techniques.
Contrary to expectation, there

\~ere

no significant differences

betr1een the groups on any of the measures used.

On the

behavioral measure, the ABST, the ordered performance of the
groups was in the predicted direction, ho\-;ever, neither the
group main effect nor the trial X treatment interaction \vas
significant.

Individual comparisons between the posttest

means on the ABST also failed to shov; reliable differences.
Essentially the same results v;ere obtained on the paper and
pencil measures.

Again, none of the predictions were suppor·l;ed.

A number of factors may account for this discouraging
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outcome, including the relatively small sample size, the
brevity of the treatment phase, and the fact that the subjects '\o/ere actual patients.

.

While other studies (Friedman,

1968; McFall, 1970, 1971; Rathus, 1968) have shown appreciable change follm·1ing short-term assertive training \vith
college students, the subjects in the present study almost
certainly had more severe behavioral disorders.

Consequently,

a more powerful or long lasting treatment \'muld probably be
required before reliable bet•Teen group or within group differences could be detected.
The data did indicate that the subjects' posttest
performance (including some of those in the untreated control group) on the CS and FNE measures was significantly
better than their pretest performance.

These results can

be partially explained in terms of the demand characteristics of the experimental situation (Orne, 1962).

That is,

subjects in the study may have tried to present themselves
in a more favorable light at posttesting because they believed
that "improvement" \'ms expected of them.

Their responses

could have changed to comply with what they perceived as the
demands of taking part in the study.

Galassi, Galassi, and

Li tz (197lJ·) report similar findings in that subjects \<lho \"ere
pretested performed better on posttest measures than control
subjects

\~ho

\vere not pretested.

The adequacy of the role-play test (ABST) as a valid
substitute for in vivo behavioral assessment may be questioned.
~Iiller

(1972), reviewing the literature on role-playing and
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deception in psychological research, concludes that:
People may or may not be able to role-play
in a form similar to their actual behavior.
Only a direct comparison suffices as proof,
thereby negating the ethical superiority of
role-playing as an alternative. Even if
role-playing produces data comparable in its
' topography to actual behavior, it is not ·
precisely the same thing as the actual
behavior in its antecedent and theoretical
· properties (p. 634).
Nevertheless, it

~ms

assumed that the role-play device used

l-----·i--n-t---h-e-pr-e-s-en-t-s-t-uS.-y-pPe-v-i-S.e-0.-a-va.-l-id-s-ample._oLr:;nhj_e_c±o_1 _ _ _ __

assertive behavior, and a meaningful test of actual improvement in real life assertiveness.

Hovrever, incorporating

more "natural" behavioral measurements might be a note\·lorthy
addition· .for subsequent research.
(1970) have

~dopted

t·1cFall and his colleagues

non-reactive, direct· measures of asser-

tive behavior with encouraging results.

As noted above, the results of this study are
inconclusive and not consistent with those of previous
research.

Friedman (1968) demonstrated that modeling is

an important component of assertive training.

BeFall and

Lillesand (1971) have stressed the importance of behavior
rehearsal in modifying unassertive behavior, and theoretically
the use of the videotape medium is ideally suited for this
purpose (Eisler, Niller, and Hersen, 1973c; Eisler, Hersen,
and Hiller, 1973b; Hersen, Eisler, and Hiller, 1973; Serber,
1972).

Nevertheless, in the present study there appeared to

be no additive effect by combining modeling, behavior rehearsal,
and videotape feedback.

Larger samples, lengthened treatment
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time, and more precise measurement methods are needed for
future outcome research on assertive training.
The three measures used in this study l'lere correlated.to ascertain the magnitude and direction of the
relationship between them.

While a high positive correla-

tion was found betv1een scores on the CS and FNE, there viaS
no correlation beh;een either of the pencil and paper tests
and the behavioral measure of assertion.

These results

indicate a strong positive relationship between self-reported
unassertiveness and anxiety in social situation.
the behavioral measure, the

~ST,

Hol'Tever,

showed.no significant

relationship to self-reported unassertiveness or social
anxiety.

The self-report measures probably assess an aspect

of assertiveness different from that measured by the ABST.
Further attention needs to be addressed to the validity of
the instruments

corr~only

used to measure assertiveness.

It may be that higher scores on the self-report
measures reflect changes, at the time of posttesting, in
attitudes or beliefs about assertiveness that are not necessarily accompanied by overt behavioral change, such as an
improved ability to act more assertively.

For example,

subjects may say they feel better, report more self-confidence,
or indicate that they have changed some of their beliefs
regarding assertiveness,

;~i thout

actually acquiring an effec-

tive repertoire of assertive skills.

In this connection, one

should be leary of anecdotal or experimental reports on the
benefits of assertive training that rely exclusively on

25
self-report measures of treatment effectiveness.

As the

results of this study suggest, such.measures may bear
little relationship to the individuaPs ability to assert
himself appropriately in "real life" situations.

I·

I
I'
I

!
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.APPBNDIX 1

ASSERTIVE BEHAVIOH .SITUATION TEST (ABST)
Hello, in the next few minutes you ~nll be listening to three tape recorded situations that are probably of
common·occurrence. The first scene occurs over the phone
and ~s between a young man and his father. They are discuss~ng the son's Thanksgiving plans.
Two actors are performing the parts in this script in order to give a sample
~-------.o:r.f~t:.=-h=.:e kind of dialogue you 1·1ill be participating in shortly.
liere ~t; goes:
Rusty:

Hello Dad, this is Husty.

Hmq are you?

Dad:

vle are fine.

Rusty:

That's \vhat I am calling about~ I've made plans to
go ~.o Los Angeles with a frien~ ov~r the Thanksgiving
hol~days.
It's great there th~s t~me of year.

Dad:

Not coming home for Thanksgiving? Young man, all
the family goes to Grandma's for Thanksgiving and
you are no exception. You can visit there with
your friend another time.

Rusty:

But Dad, I lvill be home at Christmas. What difference
does t'lllo \veeks make? I can see Grandma then.

Dad:

Your brother is busier than you, holding down a full
time job and goinr; to cchool, yet he 1·1ill be home.
He knoi'TS ho1q to celebrate a :family holiday. Your
friend's family 1vill be having their mm celebration
anyway. Nmv you rnalce your plans to come home. Okay?

Rusty:

Yes, Dad, I will be

Your mom is reading and I am \·rorking
on the faucet in the lcitchen. \ve are sure looking
fo~vard to seeing you in three weeks.

·~here.

Now, that is one v1ay ~;uch a conversation might go.
The same Basic Scene might also go like this:
Rusty:

Hello Dad, this is Husty.

Dad:

\ve are fine. Your ~1om is reading, and I am working
on the faucet in tho Jcitchen. 1-le are sure looking
for~mrd to seein(!; you in three ~reeks.

HOI'l

are you?
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Rusty:

I imagine you are, but have I got great news. I
have saved enough money to take a vacation. Roger,
a good friend, has asked me to come to Los Angeles
with him over Thanksgiving. I \vill miss being at
Grandma's but this is such a good chance to see
Southern California and have some fun that I have
aiready made plans.

Dad:

vlell' I don It knovr. We always get together as a
family for Thanksgiving.

Rusty:

I kno\v. I will be there by telephone. I '11 call
you after we have dinner. l'le are going to have
pumpkin pie cooked in a charcoal oven and turkey
done on a spit. It's going.to be a lot of fun.

Dad:

You sure are excited about going, aren't you?
you care about how \ve feel?

Rusty:

I hope you will be as happy as I am. Being away at
Thanksgiving. \'lill .make Christmas so much . nicer.
Promise Grandma I will visit vrith her.

Dad:

lvell, are you sure you don't want to come home?

Rusty:

I am.
work?

NO\v,

\'Ihat

Don't

are you two up to these days. . Hov1 1 s

You have now listened to tvw versions of the same
scene; the young man in the scene has different degrees of
success in co.ping ivith his father's attitude to\'Iard his vacation plans. There are probably other \vays of handling this
situation as \'lell. You \'Iill now be given t110 opportunities
to handle more or less difficult social situations. Please
respond to the requirements of the situation as you ordinarily
would, trying to act as effectively as you can.
First, listen to the description of the first scene
and try to put yourself mentally and emotionally into it.
This \•Till not be too difficult, since these situations may.
well have happened to you. Next, you are to take par·t; in a
dialogue with the "other person" in the scene described. He
will speak to each portion of the dialogue 1·1hen he stops
speaking. You Hill have a fei'l seconds in t-Ihich to say something. The other tape recorder in the room vrill pick up what
you say. Please participate in this scene as you would if it
were actually happening to you with all the emotions and words
you would use. Do not take any amount of time.thinking about
what to say; after all, in real life, you \'lOuld not be pausing
long before speaking.
After the first scene is completed, one more scene

·will be described and the entire process will be repeated
again. When·all is finished please call the person who
brought you into this room to turn off the equipment. If
any of these directions are not clear, call to the person
\-tho brought you here.
(Set of Scene

#1)

The scene is a two-roommate efficiency apartment
in north Stockton area. The rooms at the moment are in a
state of fairly severe disarray; dirty. dishes are stacked
up in the sink and surrounding cupboards--t\·IO days • worth.
The table is full of crumbs, food and plates. Let 1 s imagine
you are the relatively neat roomma·t;e, not fussy about cleanliness, but you do your share of the cleaning. This 1r1eek it is
t--------'-!11-om-'-s-t.u'~"n t.cL.ke.B_p the apartment straight and he obviously is
not doing so. He says he 1t1ill do J..'!;but never-s-e-ems-to-gett;----~
to it. You rese,nt very much \vhat is happening. You have
just returned from working overtime, you are tired, and you
are \~alking. into the living room, where Tom is spra\ded out
on the couch reading.

I
j

Have you pictured the scene: \fuat emotions are you ·
experiencing? \fuat are your thoughts about this scene? Okay,
next foll0\1 the dialogue. You are to speak first, complaining
about .the state of affairs to Tom. After several seconds, Tom
'~ill speak to you~
Speak first when the bell· rings:·
(First Response:
Tom:

You are not going to keep bugging me about that again,
are you?
(Second Response:

Tom:

10 seconds)

So, why do I have to be Hr. Clean?
(Fourth Response:

Tom:

10 seconds)

Yeah, yeah, I \vill get to them, don't 1110rry!
(Third Response:

Tom:

10 seconds)

You are too uptight.

10 seconds)

Look, if you want to keep it so damn clean, do it
yourself!
(Fifth Response:

10 seconds)

Olcay, this is the end of the first situation. You
now be putting yourself into a second and final scene.
The directions for responding are the same as before. There
~till

· will be a fifteen-second period of silence now to give· you a
break before you continue.
This scene occurs at a singles party at a friend's
home. There are t~Tenty or so adults there, talking and drinking and so on. There is one pretty girl at this gathering
whom you are attracted to. You have seen her at other parties
and maybe have said "hi" a coupl.e of times. Now you would
like to get to lcnov1 her better, have a conversation v1ith her
that is fairly substantial--more than just about the vleather.
If all goes 'II ell you'd like to ask her for a date. At the
moment there is· no other male present 111ho is obviously her
regular companion. No one is speaking to her since a girl
'l'lhO was last talking to her has . been called av1ay by someone
else.

t-----------------,lou nave w~~lumi-uv~L~~o-her-and~are-abeu~~e-&~t-------
a conversation with her, the ultimate of "1hich would be to
ask her for a date at some time in the future if you "hit it
off" \dth her and still like her. Can you picture the scene?
\1hat emotions are you e:A'1Jeriencing? What are your thoughts
about the scene? Okay, next follooT the dialogue. You are to
initiate the conversation. After a fe1·r seconds she will reply
and the dialogue will continue as before. Her name is Sandy.
Begin your conversation when the bell rings:
·

l

(First Response:
Sandy:

It is nice to meet you.
(Second Response:

Sandy:

]

10 seconds)

Did you say you have been to one of Bob's parties
before? I don't remember seeing you.
(Th:i.rc.: Response:

Sandy:

10 seconds)

10 seconds)

Haybe I do remember seeing you before, you looked
kind of shy.
(Fourth Response: · 10 seconds)

Sandy:

Ho\v come you came over to talk to me?
(Fifth Response:

10 seconds)

That is the end of the final scene. Your participation is no\v complete. Please call to the person who brought
you in to ttiTn off the tape recorders. lie or she will inform
you of anything else you need to lcno111. Thank you.

SCORING SHEET FOR ASSERTIVE BEHAVIOR SITUATION TEST
Subject#_________

Rater _ _-:------_,.
•

Rating for Response
Scene.

1

2

3

4

I
5

6

Totals
.

1

.

I

2

Total ScorJ:

..
SCORING

6 "' a very assertive response; the subject is quite confident l shoi~s appropriate
emotions spontaneously; pursues his demand or initiation strongly, recognizing
reasonable limits; is insistent i~ithout bei..."l.g overbearingjor self,...righteous;
his content is quite substantial or convincing.

"'
r

a somev;hat assertive resPonse; the subject exhibits'· some ;:onfidence; shov;s
guarded emotion; repeats a demand 'tlith some development o1~ content; pursues
his point, but not really enough; his content is moder~tely convincing.

· "' a mildly assertive resnonse; the subject simply states hi:~ demand·. or makes his
initiation without much confidence or affect; the respons,,b, althoug_'b. assertive,
is either very brief or very long, with the attitude of "·trying to explain";
content is on the shalloi~ side.

3 "' a mildly unassertive response; the subject shows some pas ivity; may induce

some guilt in partner; is indirect in responding; content/ is on the shallov1
side; he is slightly hesitant; pursues his demand or initiation very awk\1ardly.

2

~

a cover-up, unassertive response; the subject anxiously r 'peats himself or is
jocular; gives phony, "hot air" responses; finds some cau~e for agreement; shows
a number o.f passive aggressive signs; sounds like he's hal'ing difficulty handling
the situation.
·
·
·

1 "' a totally unassertive response; the subject does not respcmd; gives an irrelevant
response; is extremely passive-aggressive; completely faiis to exercise his rights
or initiate an interaction; agrees completely with partneJ~.

•

)

Constriction Scale 2

Name ----------------------------------~-- Date ---------Please give the answers to the follo~ring questions that most
accurately indicate your behavior in the given situation.
Circle either a "Y" or an "N" for each question.
Y N

1.

When traveling on a train, plane, or bus, do you

l-----------,en-g--a-ge-.£-e-J.-l--e'·l----tr-a¥e-1er-S~i-n-c-'rn¥e~s-ati-on--?------~--

Y H

· 2.

Do you sometimes put off until tomorrmq what you
ought to do today?

Y N

3.

Do you sometimes bargain or argue over prices with
a salesperson?

Y N.

4.

If a respected and close relative were annoying
you, would you rather hide your feelings than
express your annoyance?

Y N

5. Do you find it difficult to ask strangers for

Y N

6.

Y N

7. Do you refrain from telling your boss that he has

X N

8.

information?

Have you been a recognized leader (president,.
chairman, captain) of a group during the past
three years?
done a good job when you think he really has?

Have you ever voted for a person about whom you
kne'q very little?

Y N · 9.

lllhen you are attracted by a person of the opposite
sex \qhen you have not met, do you ma.J,:e ·an effort
to get acquainted?

Y N 10.

Have you ever circulated a petition or asked for
donations for a cause in which you \Vere interested?

Y N 11.

Are you inclined to keep your opinions to yourself
during group discussions?

Y N 12.

Do you sometimes get angry?

Y N

1~.

Y N 14.

When you disapprove of your friends' behavior,
do you let them know it?
Are you reluctant to meet the most important
person at a party, reception, or tea?

Y N 15._ If an older and admired person makes a statement
with v1hich you disagree, do you usually express
your o;.m point of vie\'T?
·
Y N 16.
Y N

Do you hesitate to enter a room by yourself
where a group of people are gathered and talking?

17. Have you ever organized any clubs, team, or other
active groups on your own initiative?

even though you think they deserve it?
Y N 19.

If a salesman takes time and trouble to shm~ you
merchandise which is not quite suitable, do you
have difficulty in saying "No"?

Y N 20.

Are your table manners as good at home as when
you are out in company?

Y N 21.

When you \<Tant · something from a person you don't
know very \'/ell, would you rather '~<Trite him than
see him in person?

Y N 22.

If an acquaintance of yours has been spreading
untrue stories about you, do you see him as soon
as possible to talk about it?

Y N

2~.

Are you inclined to be grouchy \'lhen you are not
feeling very well?

Y

2l~.

\Vhen a lecturer makes what you consider to be an
erroneous statement, do you tell him either during
or after the lecture?

N

Y N 25.

\'/hen accidently throvm in 'I'Jith a stranger, do you
introduce yourself before he does?

Y N 26.

\Vhen in a group of people, do you usually do what
others \'lant rather than make suggestioas?

Y N 27.

Do you like everyone you know?

Y N 28.

Are you self-conscious in the presence of peo:ple in
higher positions (superior rank or experience)?

Y N 29.

Do you usually speak out at a meeting to oppose
someone you feel sure is \vrong?
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SOCIAL AVOIDANCE AND DISTRESS/FEAR OF NEGATIVE EVALUATION
Name ________________________________________ Date--------This instrument is composed of 58 items. Before each question, there is a "true" or a "false". Try to decide vrhether
"true" or "false" -most represents your feelings \·lith respect
to that item and then put a circle around "true" or "false".
Remember that this information is c
confidential
e

•

qulC~K,L~

don't spend much time on any one question. VIe v1ant your first
impression on this questionnaire. No\•/ go ahead, _work quickly,
and remember to·answer every question.

T F

1.· I feel relaxed even in unfamiliar social situations.

T F

2.

I try to· avoid situations 'l'rhich force me to be very
sociable.

T

F

3-

It is easy for me to relax when I am

T

F

4.

I have no particular desire to avoid people.

T

F

5-

I often find social occasions upsetting.

T

F

6.

I usually feel calm and comfortable at social ·

\~ith

strangers.

occasions.
T

F

7-

I am usually at ease \·!hen talking to someone of
the opposite sex.

T

F

8.

I try to avoid talking to people unless I know
them \-rell.

T

F

9. If the chance cones to meet new people, I often
take it.

T

F

10.

I often feel nervous or tense in casual gettogethers in vrhich both sexes are present.

T

F

11.

I am usually nervous 'l'rith people unless I knovr
them well.

T

F

12.

I usually feel relaxed when I am with a group
of people.

T

F

13.

I often want to get al'la::J from people.
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T F 14.

I usually feel uncom:fortable when I am in a !7°UP
of people I don't know.

T F 15. I usually feel relaxed when I meet someone for
the .first time.

T F

16.· Being introduced to people makes me tense and
nervous.

T F 1?. Even though a room is full o.f strangers, I may
enter it anyv;ay.

T

F

18.

I 'I'Tould avoid '"alking up and joining a lnri:';e
group of people.
willingly.

T

F

20.

I often feel on edge when I am '"ith a group of
people.

T

F

21. · I tend to withdrm; .from people.

T

F

22.

I don't mind talking to people at parties or
social gatherings.

T

F

2"5.

I· am seldom at ease in a large group .of people.

T

F

24.

I often think up excuses in order to avoid social
engagements.

T

F

25.

I sometimes take the responsibility for introducing people to each other.

T F 26.

I try to avoid formal social occasions.

T F 27.

I usually go. to whatever social engagements I have.

T

F

28.

I .find it easy to relax with other people.

T

F

29.

I rarely \'lorry about seeming .foolish to others.

T

F

30.

I \'lorry about ~<,rhat people 1,rill thinl~ of me even
\'lhen I knm·l it doesn't make any difference.

T

F

31.

I become tense and jittery if I
sizing me up.

T

F

32.

I am unconcerned even if I knm.,r people uro forming
an unfavorable impression o.f me.

T F

33.

I feel very upset .'\'ihen I commit some social error.

lm0'\'1

someone is

The op~n~ons that important people have of me
cause me little concern.

T F

34.

T F

35. I am often afraid that I may look ridiculous or

T F

36 •. I react very little when other people disapprove

T F

37. I am frequently afraid of other people noticing

make a fool of myself.
of me.

my shortcomings.

· · T F · 38. ·The disapproval of others
on me.

~rould

have little effect

T F

39. If someone is evaluating me I tend to expect the

T

F

40.

I rarely '<mrry about what kind of impression I
am making on someone.·

T

F

41.

I am afraid that others 1·rill not approve of me.

worse.

T F 42.

I am afraid that people will find fault with me.

T F

43.

Other people's opinions of me do not bother me.

T

F

IJ-1~.

I am not necessarily upset if I do not please
someone.

T

F

45.

When I am talking to someone, I
they may be thinking of me.

T F 46.
T

F

47.

~rorry

about

'<Ihat

I feel that you can't help making social errors
sometimes, so why worry about it.
I am usually worried about

I~ hat

kind of impression

I make.

T F

48.

If I kno1v someone is judging me, it has little
effect on me.

T F

l~9.

I

T

F

50.

I worry that others 1vill think I am not worthwhile.

T

F

51.

I 1vorry very little about what others may think of
me.

T F

52.

Sometimes I think I am too concerned
other people thinlc of me.

~Torry

alot about what my superiors think of me.

~Vith

what

•

39
T ]' 53.

I often worry that I will say or do the wrong
thing.

T F

54.

I am often indifferent to the opinions others
j'Jlave of me.

T F

55. I am usually confident that others will have a

T F

56.

T F

57. I brood about the opinions my friends have of me.

.favorable impression of me.

I often worry that people who are important to
me won't think very much of me.

_ _ _ _ _T__lL___.?~b-ee-o-m-e-t-en-s-e------ancl:- j-±-iTt-ex-y-~±-f
judged by my superiors.

I~!OIOVri

·

am being

40

Table 1
ABST Analysis of Variance

Source
Group Treatment
Error between
Trials
'1'-ri els_X

TreatJaen:t

Error \'li thin

F .95

l

-

MS

F

~

6.07

0.23

12

26.~2

1

.95

.09

3

24.84

2-35

12

10.57

df

(~,12)=~.49
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Table 2
CS Analysis. of Variance

Source

df

Group Treatment
Error betvmen
Trials
Trials

reatment

Error tii thin

**p •• 01
*p •• 10

MS

F

0.44

~

29.59

12

66.81

1

144.50

**9.65

3

73-.--58

*'>_t::.IL
'-

12

14.98

...... -.
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Table 3
FNE Analysis of Variance

Source

df

MS

-

F

3

209.50

12

356.50

Trials

1

521.94

*8.22

Trials X Treatment

3

93.19

1.47

12

63.46

Group Treatment
Error

Error

bet~1een

~1ithin

*p •• 05

.59

'

..

~~-·

-·--·--·-

"

,

-··--·OW~"''''

Table 4
Ra'" Scores
Sub;jects

Post

Pre

Pre
cs.

ABST
sl

Video-

23

82
.,
I I ·j

Taped

23

IJ'on(l\Jt\Ok

22

f

l,,

" :;

Or·

'~--

.

FNE

16

48

32

8

9

9

11

2?).5

~>.1

:25

29

~n

:-''(

.I

!'-\

.27

. -

Post

19

22.5

I q' '}

Pre

Post

~-

.._. - ..... ·- ..

-.-ll,

• • •,.._, •. ..,. ·: .. t"''7 ·:--::· ·--

:..J','
..

~ --~:::-:···;:-~'

·--· ----

.... -·-:---·:

- .• --·
-----

..f;(l
"

---;~

23

2fl

lG

19

33

1!0

7

28

32

35

86

Behavior

20

27

87

Rehearsal

25

23.5

13

25

20

57

s8

19.5

23.5

21

26

40

49

89
8 10 Hodeling

19-.5

9-.5

12

17

30

52

27.5

28

12

21

12

25

sn

27

23.5

8

18

16

31

8 12

23

23.5

25

21

55

51

Subjects

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

cs

ABST

s13 vlaiting

14

19.5

s14 List

25.5

17

s15 Control

27

8 16

25

Post
FNE

22

20

29

44

6

9

13

21

25-5

25

26

51

53

20.5

24

25

47

56

45

ABST
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